An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) swarm together with a large-scale heterogeneous Internet of Things (IoT) network consisting of macrocells and energy-constrained IoT transmitters (IoT-Ts) is investigated. The UAVs are utilized as flying robot swarms that intelligently transfer energy to the energyconstrained IoT-Ts on the ground. Each IoT-T has an associated IoT device (IoT-D) that is placed at a fixed distance in a random direction. The transmission probability of the energy-constrained IoT-Ts is derived by considering one-slot charging and two-slot charging according to three dimensional (3D) locations, respectively. The coverage probability of each type of IoT-D is investigated. The energy efficiency is derived by considering the transmission power of the active IoT-Ts and the effect of the association biasing factor, and the energy efficiency is also maximized by deploying the optimal density of IoT-Ts. Simulation results are examined to validate the accuracy of our theoretical analysis. Results illustrate the insightful effects of the network parameters, and the helpful guidelines for practical UAV swarms and IoT system design.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the fifth generation wireless communication technology, the Internet of Things (IoT) system has recently been integrated widely into the field of wireless communications [1] - [3] . The IoT aims to provide the interconnection of all objects anytime and anywhere [4] .
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Typically, IoT systems consist of small, energy-constrained nodes, and these nodes cannot continue working for a long periods of time and at long distances [5] . In some special scenarios, such as forest fire warning and pipeline inspection, the batteries of these IoT nodes cannot be manually replaced or recharged; thus the system performance is limited due to the energy constraints of the IoT device [6] .
The development of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) swarms is recognized as an innovative approach to VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ complement existing IoT networks [7] - [10] . The introduction of UAV swarms has several advantages compared with traditional wireless networks on the ground. First, they can be quickly deployed and configured [11] , and transfer energy to the IoT nodes in some special scenarios on the ground; Second, they are highly controllable and have low-cost features [12] ; Moreover, with the high probability of enjoying a line-of-sight (LoS) link, UAV swarms can have a relatively good channel state to complete wireless power transfer [13] . Terrestrial IoT nodes can transmit/receive data by using the harvested power, and the system can be named as a UAV-assisted wireless powered heterogeneous IoT network. For terrestrial heterogeneous IoT networks, the dimension of energy should be considered, from which the heterogeneous IoT network faces certain challenges, such as supporting high network throughput, high energy efficiency, and good quality-of-service requirement. The macrocells together with multi-tier IoT transmitters (IoT-Ts) are considered as a key technology to overcome these challenges for future wireless networks. IoT-Ts have small coverage area and require low transmission power, making them suitable for deployment in the special areas [6] . Therefore, the density of the IoT-Ts and the transmission power should be considered to improve the energy efficiency of the heterogeneous IoT system.
A. RELATED WORK
Wireless power transfer (WPT) recently received considerable attention for recharging devices because of the largescale wireless IoT nodes in the IoT system. It enables the IoT nodes to collect energy from the radio-frequency (RF) of the surrounding transmitters, which is beneficial to prolong the period of manual battery replacement, and effectively saves energy cost [14] - [17] . The feasibility of WPT and the wireless powered communication network (WPCN) have been investigated in the recent works [18] - [20] . However, the number of IoT sensor nodes is large in some special scenarios, such as forest fire warning and pipeline inspection. These nodes are always distributed in a wide area, making it difficult to deploy a swarm of power beacons for transferring energy to the energy-constrained IoT nodes. Thus, charging the batteries of the IoT nodes remains an urgent problem. The UAV with energy harvesting can be viewed as a key solution to overcome these problems [21] .
The research on UAV-enabled wireless powered heterogeneous IoT network is still in the preliminary stage, and most existing works focus on studying a single UAV that transmits energy to terrestrial IoT-Ds [22] - [24] . Huang et al. in [6] investigate a joint optimization of power allocation and trajectory design of a single UAV to provide infrastructureless IoT services. The objective is to maximize the minimum energy harvested by the large-scale terrestrial distributed IoT nodes. Xu et al. in [25] investigate a UAV transferring energy to the terrestrial devices.
In [26] , a novel method of swarm robot task planning based on UAV and ground coordination is proposed for emergency rescue. The UAV swarms employ a decentralized method to deploy the searching paths on the basis of the location information. Liu et al. in [27] propose that using the tools of stochastic geometry [28] , [29] , the UAV swarms can be modeled as homogeneous Poisson point processes (HPPPs) in 3D space. However, the detailed derivation process is not illustrated with stochastic geometry. Although some works are related to the UAV swarms and ground wireless networking, few studies considered the UAV swarm-assisted wireless powered large-scale heterogeneous IoT network and applied stochastic geometry to 3D analysis. Most related works ignore the impact of air-ground energy transmission from UAV swarms to IoT nodes in the system.
This study considers a UAV-assisted heterogeneous IoT system consisting of a swarm of UAVs, a tier of macro base stations (MBSs), and multi-tier of heterogeneous IoT systems. The UAVs are utilized as flying robot swarms that intelligently transfer energy to the energy-constrained IoT-Ts on the ground, when the energy-constrained IoT-Ts are located inside an energy harvesting zone. Each energy-constrained IoT-T has an associated IoT-D located at a specific distance in a random direction. The two types of IoT-D in the system are as follows: 1) the associated IoT-Ds that the associated IoT-Ts are active (have a communication request) and 2) the associated IoT-Ds that have a communication request, and the associated IoT-Ts are inactive, together with the ordinary IoT-Ds requiring communications. The transmission probability of the energy-constrained IoT-Ts is derived by considering one-slot and two-slot charging, respectively. The coverage probabilities of every type of IoT-Ds are analyzed and derived, the network throughput and energy efficiency are both characterized by considering the effect of the IoT-T density, the association biasing factor, and the transmission power of the active IoT-Ts. The numerical results and simulations are examined to provide insightful guideline on the various system parameters for the design in practice.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1) We propose a UAV-assisted heterogeneous IoT system; The UAV swarms intelligently transfer energy to the energy-constrained IoT-Ts on the ground, and evaluate the transmission probability of the energy-constrained IoT-Ts with different cases; 2) We consider the impact of the density of the UAV swarms and the transmission power of the IoT-Ts on the activity of the IoT-Ts in each tier; 3) We analyze the energy efficiency by considering the effect of the IoT-T density and the association biasing factor. The energy efficiency is also maximized by deploying the optimal density of IoT-Ts. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model and performance metrics. The transmission probability of the IoT-Ts is investigated in Section III. Coverage probability of the two types of users are presented in Section IV. Section V studies the network throughput and the energy efficiency. Numerical results and simulations are conducted in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
Notations: Throughout this paper, we use E [·] to denote the expectation operator. Pr () stands for the abbreviation for probability.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. NETWORK MODEL
Let us consider a UAV-assisted downlink heterogeneous IoT system, as shown in Fig. 1 , which is composed of a swarm of UAVs and a large-scale HetNet that consists of a tier of MBSs, denoted by tier 0, along with K tiers of energyconstrained IoT-Ts, denoted by K= {1 · · · K }. The UAVs are utilized as flying robot swarms that intelligently transfer energy to the energy-constrained IoT-Ts on the ground. Moreover, the UAVs are distributed according to a HPPP u with density µ u , and have a fixed transmission power P u and a single antenna. It is noted that we assume the UAVs are deployed at a fixed altitude h uav for avoiding the frequent ascending or descending caused by diverse terrains.
On the other hand, All the MBSs and the energyconstrained IoT-Ts in the same tier are assumed to deployed according to independent HPPPs m and k , with density µ m and µ k , k ∈ K, (µ m µ k ). Each energy-constrained IoT-T in tier k supports its transmission solely with RF energy harvesting from the UAVs, and has its associated IoT-D to serve primarily, each associated IoT-D is located at a distance of d a,k away in a random direction, and the associated IoT-Ds in tier k follow a HPPP with density µ k . Time is partitioned into slots with unit duration. In each time slot, an energyconstrained IoT-T in tier k becomes active only when 1) its associated IoT-D has a communication request; 2) the battery of the energy-constrained IoT-T is fully charged by the flying UAVs. We further assume that MBSs consume power from the grid, and use the same power P m for data transmissions. When the batteries are fully charged, the energy-constrained IoT-Ts transmits signal with the maximum power, and the maximum transmit power in the tier k is P k . Moreover, it is noted that P m P k . The ordinary IoT-D are geographically situated according to a HPPP with density µ o . Hence, the users in the heterogeneous IoT network can be classified in two types: the associated IoT-Ds are preferentially served by their own IoT-Ts; the ordinary IoT-Ds can be served by any MBSs or active IoT-Ts. All the IoT-Ds have a communication request with probability ω req .
Each UAV in the swarms is assumed to be associated with a 3D cone which is named as harvesting zone to delivers RF energy to the energy-constrained IoT-T, as shown in Fig. 2 , h max is defined as the busbar which is the maximum distance of the harvesting zone from the UAV to the energyconstrained IoT-T. The dotted line on the ground is the bottom of the harvesting zone which is a disk with radius r h , where h 2 max = h 2 uav + r 2 h , and the five-pointed star representing the UAV is the vertical mapping from the air to the ground. Therefore, the horizontal distance between the i-th UAV to the j-th IoT-T in tier k on the horizontal plane, is equivalent to the distance between the five-pointed star to the IoT-T, which is denoted by r i,k j in Fig. 2 . For the simplicity of theoretical analysis, we refer to ''cone bottom'' as ''harvesting zone'' in the sequel.
B. AIR TO GROUND CHANNEL MODEL
As discussed in [30] , the energy-constrained IoT-Ts on the ground receive two groups of signals experiencing the line-ofsight (LoS) and non-line of sight (NLoS). Due to the different occurrence probabilities of LoS or NLoS links, the channel power gain from the i-th UAV to the j-th IoT-T in tier k is written as
where
Each UAV i ∈ u has a 3D coordinate, that is x u,i , y u,i , h uav . Each energy-constrained IoT-T j ∈ k has a 2D coordinate on the horizontal plane, that is x k j , y k j . VOLUME 8, 2020 Therefore, the distance between the i-th UAV to the j-th IoT-T in tier k on the horizontal plane can be given by Fig. 2 . χ is the additional loss to the free space propagation loss which is caused by the NLoS link, and α is the air-toground path loss exponent. It is worth highlighting that the probability of receiving LoS and NLoS groups is vastly higher than that of multipath fading [5] . Therefore, the impact of multipath fading is neglected. The probability of having LoS connections is dependent on the propagation environment and the elevation angle θ , i.e., the sight of the IoT-T to the UAV, which is given
The probability of the LoS connections with an elevation angle θ i can be approximated to a simple modified Sigmoid function (S-curve), which is given by
where ς and β are S-curve parameters and related to the propagation environment (woods, rural, dense urban, etc.). Accordingly, the NLoS probability are linked as
Finally, the channel power gain from the i-th UAV to the j-th IoT-T in tier k can be written as
C. ENERGY HARVESTING MODEL
The RF energy harvester in each energy-constrained IoT-T is deployed with a power converting module, which transforms the energy of the RF signals received from the UAVs into direct current (DC) power. Such module in reality have certain sensitivity requirements, such as the harvested power should be larger than a predefined threshold, so that the energy harvesting module can receive energy efficiently. Thus, the harvesting zone is defined. As mentioned in Section II-A and Fig. 2 , we have defined the harvesting zone as a disk with radius r h centered at each mapping node of the UAV (the five-pointed star in Fig. 2 ). Accordingly, an energy-constrained IoT-T can harvest RF energy from its nearest UAV supposing it is located in the UAV's harvesting zone. Otherwise, the power harvested by an energy-constrained IoT-T located outside any harvesting zone is too small to trigger the energy harvesting module, and is assumed to be neglected. Similar with [31] , it is assumed that the harvesting zones of different UAVs do not overlap most of the time. The probability that an energy-constrained IoT-T located in a harvesting zone is denoted by ω h . Therefore, we have
As shown in Fig. 2 , the distance between an energyconstrained IoT-T and its nearest UAV is denoted as h i,k j = r i,k j 2 + h 2 uav , where r i,k j ≤ r h . Therefore, the average energy harvested by an energy-constrained IoT-T in a time slot is denoted as
where η (0 < η < 1) is the harvesting efficiency. At each time slot, an energy-constrained IoT-T becomes active only when 1) its associated IoT-D has a communication request, the probability is denoted as ω req ; 2) the battery of the energy-constrained IoT-T is fully charged by the flying UAVs, the probability is denoted as ω t . As the point process of the UAVs u changed independently over different time slots, the events that an energy-constrained IoT-T has been fully charged in one slot, and that its associated IoT-D has a communication request in next time slot are independent. Consequently, the active probability of the IoT-Ts denoted by ω f is given by
The calculation of ω f will be derived in Section III. Similar to the assumptions in [32] , we assume that the MBSs and the active IoT-Ts in tier k, k ∈ (0 ∪ K), are distributed according to a new HPPP k with density
D. CELL ASSOCIATION
By the thinning property [33] , the associated IoT-Ds that have communication request in tier k follow a HPPP with density ω req · µ k ; and the ordinary IoT-Ds that have communication request follow a HPPP with density ω req · µ o ; respectively.
With the above analysis, as seen in Fig. 3 
We consider a cell association scheme with a biasing factor A k (A k > 0), where increasing A k means the MBSs or the active IoT-Ts in tier k will effectively serve more FAIDs and offload more data from other tiers, and is named by cell range expansion [34] . When A k = 1, the FAIDs are connected to the MBSs or the active IoT-Ts in tier k with the largest receive power. Following [35] , we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 1: The probability that a typical FAID connects to a MBSs or a tier-k IoT-T is
where P k = P m , when k = 0. Let X k denote the distance between the typical FAID and its serving MBS or IoT-T in tier k. The PDF of the distance X k is given as follows [36] Lemma 2: The PDF s X k (x) of the distance X k between the FAID and its serving MBS or IoT-T in tier k is
Note that the total interference of a typical FAID received is from all IoT-Ts or MBSs in tier i which are located out of a circle centered at the typical FAID with radius
Denote the random variable num k as the number of FAIDs associated with a typical MBS or IoT-T in tier k, the probability mass function (pmf) of num k is given by [33] ,
It is worth highlighting if any FAID is connected to a MBS, then the MBS is active, i. e., the MBS transmits signal and consumes energy, which is given by 1 − s num 0 (0). Accordingly, the transmitting MBSs form a new HPPP with density
Based on the above analysis, the locations of the active MBSs and IoT-Ts in tier k can be re-modeled as a HPPP
In addition, if the association biasing factor A k in tier k is larger than that in tier 0, more FAIDs will connect to the IoT-Ts, thus resulting in a smaller µ (a) 0 and allowing more MBSs to get into the sleep mode.
E. PERFORMANCE METRICS
In this paper, we utilize the following metrics to evaluate the performance.
1) COVERAGE PROBABILITY
The coverage probability is defined as the probability that a randomly selected IoT-D that has communication request can successfully receive data at its target rate. Specifically, given the total bandwidth W , the number of requesting IoT-Ds that connected to a MBS or IoT-T N , the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), and a corresponding target T , the coverage probability is given by
2) ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The energy efficiency is the amount of data that can be transmitted successfully to the IoT-Ds of all tiers with unit power, which is measured by bps/Joule. Let the total energy consumption denote as Q c , the network throughput is denoted as C t , the energy efficiency is given by
The symbols and notations utilized in the paper are listed in Table 1 .
III. TRANSMISSION PROBABILITY OF THE IoT-TS
From (8), the transmission probability of the IoT-Ts ω t depends on ω f and ω req . In this section, ω f will be derived using the Markov chain (MC) model. For convenience, we assume that the active IoT-Ts will transmit all the stored energy in one time slot, and we focus the mapping node of a typical UAV on the ground at the origin, as shown in Fig. 2, from (7) , when the IoT-T is located at the edge of a harvesting zone, the harvested power from the typical UAV is minimized, which can be expressed as
where γ = (Pr (LoS, θ) + χ Pr (NLoS, θ)), and P min slot ≤ P slot . Therefore, the battery of an energy-constrained IoT in tier k, k ∈ (0 ∪ K), can be fully charged during one time slot if 0 ≤ P k ≤ P min slot , which is named as one-slot charging. In the same way, if P min slot < P k ≤ 2 P min slot , the battery is fully charged within at most two time slots, this case is named as two-slot charging. Hence, the transmission probability of the IoT-Ts ω t can be derived. However, if P k > 2 P min slot , the case is called multi-slot charging, which is out of the scope of this paper. Since most of the derivations in this part follow a similar derivation method with that in [31] , we omit the detailed proofs of the propositions in the sequel.
A. ONE-SLOT CHARGING
If 0 ≤ P k ≤ P min slot , the battery is fully charged within one time slot. Thus the power condition of the IoT-Ts can be marked as two grade {0, 1}, which are corresponding to the power level 0 and P k , respectively. Thus, the state transition probability matrix denoted as M 1 is given by
Therefore, ω t is obtained from the steady-state convergence theorem of MC, as given in the following proposition. Proposition 1: If 0 ≤ P k ≤ P min slot , the transmission probability of a typical IoT-T in tier k is
From (20) , it can be observed that the transmission probability of a typical IoT-Ts in tier k depends on µ u , r h , and ω req , but has no dependence on P k . This is due to that once an IoT-Ts located inside a harvesting zone, it can be ensured to be fully charged within one time slot under the proposed condition 0 ≤ P k ≤ P min slot , with ω f = ω h ω h +ω req . 
B. TWO-SLOT CHARGING
If P min slot < P k ≤ 2 P min slot , the battery is fully charged within at most two time slots. As shown in Fig. 4 , the harvesting zone is divided into two regions, R 1 and R 1 , respectively. Let the node M u denote a typical UAV that mapping on the ground; and T k denote a typical energy harvesting IoT-T in tier k. R 1 is a circle centered at M u with radius r 1 , and R 2 is an annulus centered at M u with radii 0 < r 1 < r h .
It is assumed that when the IoT-T in tier k is located at the edge of the range R 1 , it can just be exactly fully charged, thus we have
r 1 can be derive from (21) as
The average power harvested by T k from the nearest UAV in one slot is shown in (7) . If T k is located in the region R 1 , it can be fully charged; else if T k is located inside the region R 2 , it will be charged to a range [0.5P k , P k ).
Thus the power condition of the IoT-Ts can be marked as three grade {0, 1, 2}, which are corresponding to the power level [0, 0.5P k ), [0.5P k , P k ) and P k , respectively. Thus, the state transition probability matrix denoted as M 2 is given by
The probability of ω 1 is derived similarly with (6) as
Proposition 2: If P min slot < P k ≤ 2 P min slot , the transmission probability of a typical IoT-T in tier k is
It is worth highlighting from (25) that, ω t is a decreasing function of P k as r 1 is a decreasing function. The reason is that increasing P k resulting to a smaller region R 1 , which means that most of the IoT-Ts need to be fully charged within two time slots, i,e., the probability ω f becomes smaller. Hence, the transmission probability of a typical IoT-T in tier k, ω t becomes smaller.
IV. COVERAGE PROBABILITY
In this section, we derive the coverage probability of both the PAIDs and FAIDs. Note that the PAIDs are served by their associated IoT-Ts, and FAIDs can be served by the MBSs or the active IoT-Ts. Therefore, we compute the coverage probability of the PAIDs and FAIDs separately.
A. COVERAGE PROBABILITY OF THE PAIDS
In a large-scale heterogeneous IoT system, compared to the aggregated interference, the thermal noise is always be neglected [34] . Therefore, we investigate the SIR by considering that all MBSs and the active IoT-Ts coexist on the frequency spectrum. The received SIR of a typical PAIDs that located at x 0 and served by its associated IoT-T in tier-k located at y k,0 is written as
From (16), the condition coverage probability of a PAIDs that is served by its associated IoT-T in tier-k is PAID cov,k = Pr
is the target SIR, W k is the total available bandwidth. It is worth noting that W k is divided by the associated PAID and some FAIDs connected to the corresponding IoT-T in tier k. By assuming that the number of the IoT-Ds, num k , and SIR PAID k are independent, the coverage probability can be obtained in Result 1 as follows.
Result 1: The coverage probability of a PAIDs that is served by its associated IoT-T in tier-k is
where κ (α) = π 1 + 2 α 1 − 2 α , and α > 2 with (x) = ∞ 0 t x−1 e −t dt indicating the Gamma function, and s num k (n) in given in (13) .
Proof: See Appendix A.
B. COVERAGE PROBABILITY OF THE FAIDS
We consider the coverage probability of the FAIDs that are randomly located in the heterogeneous IoT system, which can be either an associated IoT-D whose associated IoT-T is not active or an ordinary IoT-D, and are served by MBSs or active IoT-Ts. Since a typical FAID can associate with only one tier, the coverage probability that a typical FAIDs connects with the k th tier is obtained as
where FAID t (num k ) = 2 (27) , the total bandwidth is divided by 1 {k∈ 0∪K } + num k , for k = 0, it is num k , and for k ∈ K, it is (num k + 1). SIR FAID k is the SIR at the typical FAID (located at x 0 ) at a distance x from the connected MBS or IoT-T in tier k (located at y k,0 ), which is denoted as
where g x 0 ,y k,0 is the channel power gain from the link x 0 to y k,0 . x is the distance between the node x 0 and y k,0 . Then We have the following Result 2 as follows.
Result 2: The coverage probability that a typical FAIDs connects with the k th tier is,
and 2 F 1 [., .; .; .] is the Gauss hypergeometric function [33] . Proof: See Appendix B.
V. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The network throughput is defined as the total amount of the signal that is successfully received by the PAIDs and the FAIDs, from the expressions in (11), (28) , and (31) . The network throughput can be obtained as
The total energy consumption of the network includes the power transmitted by the active MBSs, and the power of the active IoT-Ts which is transmitted by the UAVs. Note that the energy for the operations during the sleep mode and the circuit power is not considered in this work due to that they are relatively small. Thus the total energy consumption can be denoted as
For different tier of the active IoT-Ds (PAIDs and FAIDs, and k ∈ K), we assume the target rate thresholds are unified as T t . Using the definition of (17), we have the following Result.
Result 3: The explicit solution of the energy efficiency is given by (35) , as shown at the bottom of this page. for the convenience of analysis, we consider a two-tier IoT network on the ground with one tier of MBSs, k = 0, and one tier of energy-constrained IoT-Ts, k = 1. For the energy efficiency expression in (35) , we take a average load approximation, where the number of IoT-Ds served by a MBS or an active IoT-T, which is denoted as num k , is approximated by its mean value 
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluated some numerical results of the transmission probability and the network throughput, and give some interpretations based on our theoretical analysis. Unless otherwise specified, we set the transmission power of the UAVs is P u = 20 W, and the density is µ u = 5 × Fig. 5 shows the transmission probability of the IoT-Ts ω t versus the transmission power P 1 , for different values of the communication request probability of an IoT-D ω req . It is observed that ω t is a fix value when 0 ≤ P k ≤ P min slot , while P min slot < P k ≤ 2 P min slot , ω t is increasing with the transmission power P 1 , which are consistent with the simulation results.
974 VOLUME 8, 2020 From (20) and (25), it can be observed that ω t has no relationship with P 1 for one-slot charging, due to the fact that once an IoT-Ts located inside a harvesting zone, it can be ensured to be fully charged within one time slot; and for two-slot charging, increasing P 1 resulting to a smaller region R 1 , which means that most of the IoT-Ts need to be fully charged within two time slots, thus the probability ω f becomes smaller. and ω t becomes smaller, accordingly. Furthermore, with (20) and (25), we can easily obtain that ω t is increasing with the communication request probability of an IoT-D ω req . Fig. 6 demonstrates how the density of the UAVs µ u and the transmission power of the IoT-Ts P 1 would affect the transmission probability ω t . The observations are as follows. First, the effective of P 1 is consistent with that in Fig. 5 . Second, for a constant P 1 , ω t is firstly monotonically increasing with the density of the UAVs µ u and then converge to a constant as µ u increases, the reason is that the increased density of the UAV will cause more IoT-Ts to be fully charged for data transmission, and ω t will increase first, and when the density of the UAVs exceeds a threshold, the density of the active IoT-Ts will be saturated, thus ω t will remain stable and convergence to a fix value. The results can provide useful insights and guidelines for the UAV deployments in special areas. Fig. 7 shows the network throughput given in (33) as a function of the density of the IoT-Ts, µ 1 , under different values of the transmission power P 1 , and the association biasing factor A 1 . The observations are given as follows. First, the simulation curves are consistent with our analytical results for the different values of the density µ 1 ; Second, the network throughput is monotonically increasing with µ 1 , the reason is that as µ 1 increases, the number of FAIDs are increases due to the increase number of associated IoT-Ds whose IoT-Ts are inactive, accordingly, from (11), the density of active IoT-Ts that can be used for dividing the load increases. This can reduce the density of transmitting MBSs, which correspondingly leads to less interference from tier 0 to the IoT-Ds and higher network throughput. Third, for different transmission
B. PERFORMANCE OF NETWORK THROUGHPUT AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
VOLUME 8, 2020 power P 1 , there are two cases to be analyzed, which is one-slot charging (P 1 = 24 dBm), and two-slot charging (P 1 = 27 dBm). Compare with two-slot charging, the IoT-Ts that located in the UAV's harvesting zone can be fully charged within one time slots with one-slot charging, thus result in a higher probability ω t and 1 , and most IoT-Ds will connect to tier 1, which can similarly leads to less interference from tier 0 to the IoT-Ds and higher network throughput. Furthermore, it is also observed that choosing a larger association biasing factor in tier 1, A 1 = 100, which means that associating most IoT-Ds to tier 1, can improve the network throughput. Fig. 8 shows the energy efficiency given in (35) as a function of the density of the IoT-Ts, µ 1 , under different values of the transmission power P 1 , and the association biasing factor A 1 . The observations are given as follows. The energy efficiency is firstly increasing with the density µ 1 , and then beginning to degrade when µ 1 exceeds a threshold. The reason is that as µ 1 increases, the network throughput correspondingly increases as shown in Fig. 7 . However, the energy consumption is also continue to increase with µ 1 . Once µ 1 exceeds a threshold, the number of the MBSs that in sleep mode is saturated, and the number of active IoT-Ts is continue to increase, the growing energy consumption cannot continue to maintain the increasing energy efficiency, and thus will be decreased. Moreover, reducing the transmission power
(38) P 1 is satisfying to improve the energy efficiency, this can be explained as that smaller P 1 is associated with one-slot charging, which results to a higher density of active IoT-Ts. Finally, choosing a larger association biasing factor in tier 1 A 1 = 100 can enhance the energy efficiency, which is consistent with the trend of the network throughput. Fig. 9 demonstrates the energy efficiency as a function of the association biasing factor in tier 1 A 1 . We have the following observations. The energy efficiency is initially decreases with small A 1 due to the overloading of the data in tier 1, the coverage probability of the PAIDs and FAIDs are both decreasing with A 1 , thus result to the degrade of the energy efficiency; As A 1 become larger, the energy efficiency starts to increase since the number of active MBSs are decreased, thus the interference from MBSs to the IoT-Ds is decreasing. However, the increase will be diminish and the energy efficiency converges to a fixed value, the reason is that all the IoT-Ds will be offloaded to tier 1 as the increase of A 1 , and all the MBSs will eventually become sleep mode state. Furthermore, larger ω req will result in a larger ω t , and more IoT-Ds can be served, thus result to a larger energy efficiency.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate a UAV-assisted downlink heterogeneous IoT system consisting of macrocells and IoT-Ts with energy harvesting. The transmission probability of the energy-constrained IoT-Ts is derived by considering oneslot and two-slot charging, and the HPPP models for the 3D spatial distributions of the UAV swarms, MBSs, and IoT-Ts. Energy efficiency is maximized by optimizing the IoT-T density. The network throughput and energy efficiency are both characterized by considering the effect of the association biasing factor, and the transmission power of the active IoT-Ts. The results can provide insightful guideline on the network parameters and the deployment for practical UAV swarms and IoT system.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF RESULT 1
From (27), we derive the coverage probability of a PAIDs that is served by its associated IoT-T in tier-k as (38) , as shown at the bottom of the previous page.
The (a) in (38) follows from 
Putting (40) into (38), and combining with (13), the coverage probability of a PAIDs that is served by its associated IoT-T in tier-k is obtained after some algebraic calculation. This completes the proof of Result 1.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF RESULT 2
We derive the coverage probability PAID cov,k as follows, starting with the SIR FAID k given in (30) . We have (41), as shown at the bottom of the previous page.
Using the same method as the proof Result 1, and as mentioned before, the total interference of a typical FAID received is from all IoT-Ts or MBSs in tier i which are located out of a circle centered at the typical FAID with radius d j =
. Then, we have
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